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3D paper-cut modeling and animation

By Yan Li*, Jinhui Yu, Kwan-liu Ma and Jiaoying Shi
..........................................................................

Paper-cut is one of the most characteristic Chinese folk arts, often used during festivals and
celebrations. Chinese artists have used paper-cut to make animations. Typical paper-cut
artwork is made with 2D illustrations on paper, and making many frames necessary for an
entire animation can be tedious and expensive. We present a system that allows a designer
to directly annotate a 3D model with paper-cut patterns, while still allowing for adding an
artistic touch to the design. We have designed special motifs coupled with templates,
resulting in a parameterized set of decorative paper-cut patterns which give the artist
flexible control and allow editing of the pattern size, orientation, and shape. The artist
chooses a pattern and places the pattern on the model in the desired position. The system
determines actual surface coverage and trims the object’s surface geometry to simulate the
cut-out effect we observe in traditional 2D paper-cut art. We demonstrate that our system
allows faster and easier addition of paper-cut decoration to 3D models compared to general
purpose modeling tools, such as Maya. Animations made with the 3D paper-cut models
escape from the limitations of traditional 2D paper-cut animation on the movement in
perspective, furthermore, our system allows for easy pattern animations on 3D models,
which is very powerful but hard to do with traditional paper-cut animation. Copyright ©
2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Paper-cut is one of China’s most popular and
characteristic folk art, it imitates nature forms by
depicting characters and symbols via delicate, beautiful
patterns, as shown by the examples in Figure 1. Paper-cut
is popular in China during folk festivals and celebrations.
Fascinated by this medium, Chinese artists even began
to use paper-cut to make animation film early in 1958.
Mixing paper-cut with elements of other traditional art
in animation, such as Chinese ink painting, is regarded
as ‘Chinese school’ worldwide. Unfortunately very few
such animation films were produced because they were
too expensive. There are several factors that prohibit
hand-crafted paper-cut animations to be made, say, for
TV commercial animations with hundreds episodes:

(1) Making such animations is tedious and labor
intensive. The artist first decomposes a character
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or animal into pieces including at least the head,
the trunk, arms, hands, legs, and feet, and then cut
some patterns inside each piece to depict features or
textures, finally joins them together to form a paper-
cut figure. In the phase of making animation, the
movement of each piece is manipulated under great
care of the artist.

(2) A notable limitation with hand-crafted paper-cut
animation is that the fluid movement, particularly in
perspective, is not easy to achieve with flat puppets.
As a result, most actions of characters are animated
either in front view or side view.

(3) Some animations are avoided in hand-crafted paper-
cut animation. Take flower blooming for instance, the
artist has to cut out many flower patterns changing
over time, it will bring an unrealistic burden of
labor.

We address these issues by designing a set of
parameterized paper-cut patterns and intuitive tools
that allow the artist to easily arrange and edit patterns
on the existing 3D objects. With 3D models of paper-
cut effects we are able to produce more natural
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Figure 1. Examples of chinese paper-cut. (a) The Boy and
Buffalo by Ximing Lin, (b) Door God by Zhao Yingcao.

actions in perspective and view them in any direction,
furthermore, parameterized paper-cut patterns allow
us to make animations like flower blooming with
great ease.

Generating 3D paper-cut effects involves object
modeling, pattern design, patterns arrangement on
the object surface, pattern shape editing, and pattern
trimming. In Chinese paper-cut, objects are usually
exaggerated in shape as shown in Figure 1. We therefore
let 3D artists model exaggerated objects using typical
commercial tools such as Maya. Our work focuses on
the other tasks involved in making 3D paper-cut effects
for animation.

In principle, 3D artist can cut out patterns directly
on the object surface using Maya to simulate paper-cut
effects. However, this is a time consuming process as the
artist has to trim patterns by specifying each individual
piece of the pattern on the mesh surface. Also, the artist
has to frequently rotate and zoom the object model and
edit the evolving pattern until they look pleasing during
the trimming process.

In this paper, we describe a system for generating
paper-cut effects on 3D surface models, and for making
paper-cut animations. Our goal is to provide artists
with intuitive tools for easily and quickly generating
3D paper-cut effects and, when necessary, animating
paper-cut patterns with little users intervention. There
are two main research challenges: (1) Construction of
paper-cut patterns with models that capture the features
of hand crafted paper-cut patterns. These models should
allow artists to parametrically edit patterns either for fine
tuning pattern to desired shape or animating patterns.
(2) Arrangement of the paper-cut pattern on the object
surface is a creative decision of the artist; the artist
may use a variety of patterns and arrange them in
different ways according to their personal aesthetic. We
thus provide tools that allow artists to directly arrange
patterns on the object model, and let the system carry out
‘non-creative’ operations, such as mapping the patterns
to surface geometry and trimming the underlying model
to simulate the cut-out effect. We also implement
an intuitive UI which provides the artists flexible
control and allows editing of paper-cut patterns on
the mesh.

In the next two subsections, we review some previous
work in two categories related to our work: artistic effects
to 3D models and mesh augmentation.

Artistic Effects to 3D Models

Many computer graphics researchers have attempted
to render 3D objects with a variety of artistic effects,
such as pen-and-ink illustrations,1,2 impressionist,3

watercolor,4 graphite pencil,5 Chinese painting,6 Islamic
star patterns,7 and the style of Dr Seuss.8 Hertzmann
and Zorin9 generate a tone and orientation field from
a 3D model. Klein et al.10 develop a system for non-
photorealistic rendering of virtual environments. Baxter
et al.,11 Kalnins et al.,12 and Chu and Tai13 present 3D
painting systems which provide varying visual effects.
Up to date, very few efforts have been made for the
synthesis of paper-cut effects. Liu et al.14 propose a system
to identify the dihedral symmetry group in the outer-ring
of the pattern, the inner bilateral symmetry as well as the
asymmetry region on the 2D circular paper-cut image.
The ‘fold-then-cut’ plan is then generated by symmetry
group indexing of each sub-region of the paper-cut
pattern. New paper-cut patterns with the same motif as
the input, but with different symmetry groups, are finally
synthesized.
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Mesh Augmentation

In recent years, there is a growing interest in
mesh augmentation such as segmentation,15 intelligent
scissoring,16 and mesh editing.17 These mesh processing
operations can improve the result of some advanced
techniques such as automatic texture atlas generation,18

geometry images,19 and making papercraft toys from
meshes.20 Olsen et al.21 combine sketch modeling with
mesh augmentation.

We attempt to generate paper-cut effects on 3D object
models. We begin from the introduction of patterns used
in Chinese animal and human figure paper-cuts, in part
because they are popular themes in Chinese paper-cut
and also because they are the main elements in many
animations.

Paper-Cut Patterns

Patterns for animals and human figures can be
classified into following types: face feature patterns
(FFPs) depicting the eye, nose, and mouth (as show
by the left-most two, middle two, and right two
in Figure 2(a), respectively), circular patterns (CPs)
representing joints between the trunk and legs, and
saw-toothed patterns (STPs) depicting animal fur
(Figure 1(a)). Some additional lines and other specific
patterns may be added for aesthetic purpose, such as
the scale-like patterns on the armor of the Door God as
shown in Figure 1(b).

Careful observation of Figures 1 and 2(a) reveals that
those patterns are composed of smaller shapes which we
called as motifs, such as circles, crescents, and triangles.
These motifs can be arranged according to some simple
structures to form different patterns. We have developed
a set of tools for exploring the design space of paper-cut
patterns. In our approach, a tiling is used to guide the
placement of motifs.

In the existing literature, the work in Reference [7] is
most close to ours in regarding to the pattern construction
and tiling, the main differences between the two are:

(1) Motifs in Reference [7] are Islamic symmetric stars
and rosettes bounded by regular n-gons, while our
motifs vary from circles to crescents, triangles, and
free line pattern.

(2) Tiling in Reference [7] involves choosing the template
to fix the designs overall layout on the plane and
selecting motifs to fill the template’s tiles. The
resultant star patterns are joined motifs covering

Figure 2. Patterns construction. (a) Face feature patterns, (b)
A crescent motif, (c) Constructed eye pattern, (d) Template for
grouped crescents Type A, (e) Template for grouped crescents
Type B, (f) Variants of the CP generated, (g) Variants of the

STP constructe.

the design plane. While the templates used in our
work are for placing similar or different motifs to
construct individual paper-cut patterns. Furthermore,
our templates are rich in structures, including
n-parallel bars, n-fold stars, the comb like structure
and many more.

In the following section, we first describe how to define
a crescent motif (CM) and templates of the crescent-based
patterns, and then proceed to describe how to construct
the FFP, STP, and free lines.

Construction of Paper-Cut
Patterns

Crescent Based Patterns

To model patterns contain the motif of repeated crescents,
we start form the construction of a CM.
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The CM is defined as follows. First, we take an isosceles
triangle with a base lcs and height hcs as a reference and
interpolate its vertices p1, p0, p2 with a spline to get a
light curved skeleton (long dash line in Figure 2(b)). The
camber of the crescent can be controlled by alternating
the ratio of lcs to hcs. Next, we put a short line with length
lw across p0 on the curved skeleton to get two end points
p3 and p4, and interpolate p1, p3, p2 and p1, p4, p2,
respectively with the spline to get two curves that define
the CM shape (solid lines in Figure 2(b)).

Grouped crescent patterns include ridge patterns on the
buffalo and scale-like patterns on the armor of Door God,
which can be constructed by tiling CMs with a template
of a n-parallel bars structure.

For the regular tiling area (Figure 2(d)), the template
is defined by simply placing a number of parallel bars of
constant length across a central line, as shown by gray
lines in the Figure. The orientation θs, spacing ds and
length ls of bars are all adjustable. We attach the CMs
to the template by mapping the line P1P2 (Figure 2(b))
of the CM onto each bar on the template to form the
grouped crescent patterns, as shown by the white shapes
in Figure 2(d).

For the irregular region such as black area (Figure 2(e),
which is selected manually(see section Regions for
Grouped Crescent Patterns)), the lengths of bars in the
template are no longer constant but extended to touch
the border of the region for placing more CMs on
bars. Positions of CM on each bar are determined by
subdividing the bar length with lcs of the CM. An offset
is added to CMs position in every other bar to simulate
the arrangement of CM on the armor of Door God.

The density of the CM can be adjusted by varying the
number of bars as well as lcs, as shown in Figure 2(e).
Note that shapes are changed by varying crescent width
and camber in those two examples. This demonstrates
the power of our parameterized motif and templates.

Circular Patterns. A CP is composed of a number
of crescents surrounding a center point. We first define
an n-fold rotational axis (gray lines in Figure 2(f)) to
guide the placement of ‘on-axis’ CMs, and each CM is
moved a distance dc from the center. Some example of CP
variants with different n and crescent camber are shown
in Figure 2(f).

Face Feature Patterns (FFPs)

FFPs include eye, nose, and mouth patterns. In
Figure 2(a) we show two eye patterns. The template for
the first eye pattern can be defined by a cross with two

lines of the length le and we respectively (gray lines in
Figure 2(c)). We place a circle with a radius re in the
center and two CMs symmetrically above and below the
circle. The second eye pattern shown in Figure 2(a) can
be constructed using the same template as the first eye
pattern, with the circle removed from the center and the
template rotated by 90◦.

Other patterns shown in Figure 2(a) can be constructed
using simple shapes and templates, and we omit the
trivial description of their construction.

Saw-Toothed-Like Patterns (STPs)

Each saw-tooth in the STP can be simulated by a triangle
with a base wt and height ht . The template for a STP is
similar to a comb in structure, and the corresponding
STP is constructed by placing a number of triangles on
a crescent-shaped base skeleton. Figure 2(g) shows STP
variants, produced by modifying both crescent camber
and triangle density.

Free Line Pattern

The free line pattern is useful for depicting some feature
lines on the object in the paper-cut. Since the feature lines
vary from object to object in length, we allow users to first
specify a few control points to guide the placement of
the free line pattern. Our system then interpolates those
points with the spline to get a skeleton. Two curves are
added with the same distance along the two sides of the
skeleton, and the width is decreased near the two ends
of the line to form tips.

Pattern Arrangements

It would be desirable to automatically place the patterns
on the object surface. The goal is however very difficult
to achieve, as addressed below.

In the stroke-based rendering of object models,
extraction of features such as suggestive contours22 and
curvatures1,12,23,24 may help greatly for the automatic
placement of strokes. For instance, on animal and human
models, facial features can be depicted directly with
strokes placed on the extracted features. Paper-cut is
however a pattern-based annotation, each pattern has its
own structure and features, which are usually inconsistent
with those extracted from the object surface. Thus,
it is inappropriate to use extracted features to guide
automatic pattern placement.

Some patterns, like FFPs, have semantic meaning that
must be put in correct positions on the object models.
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Automatic determination of FFP positions on object
models is also difficult because it requires semantic
recognition of some feature points on the object surface.

Pattern arrangement on the object by its nature is a
subjective issue, because artists may arrange patterns on
the object for aesthetic purpose. As a result, the pattern
arrangement usually differs from artist to artist even
on the same object. Mesh segmentation methods25–27

usually partition the mesh surface by use of some
geometric attributes associated with the surface, and
the resultant segmentation may not meet the aesthetic
requirements for paper-cut.

Our system presents a simple editing UI that the
artist can use for pattern selection, placement, and
parametric modification. We let the system determine the
underlying geometry covered by the selected patterns.
To this end, we offer several algorithms for determining
patch sets inside the region on the object surface for
mapping the different patterns.

In our UI, we employ a traditional mouse for input. The
input can be a point or a curve depending on the pattern
type selected. We use this input to calculate the boundary
of the region that the pattern may cover. The boundary
of the region is used as a constraint to search for patches
inside the region, as described next.

Circular Region for FFP, CP,
and STP

We use a circle to approximate the region covered by
the FFP, CP, and STP on the object surface, because the
circular region allows easy orientation and editing of
those patterns. The eye pattern provides a good example.
When the artist places an eye pattern on the object
model, the patch where the central point ce of the cross
template falls is taken as the seed patch. We expand
the region using a region growing algorithm, and the
growing process terminates when all the neighboring
patches whose distances are smaller than a threshold
T = k × le/2, where le is the length of the eye template
and the factor k is used to control the region size. The
default value of k is set to be 1.5 which ensures the eye
pattern to be drawn inside the region grown.

Regions for Grouped Crescent
Patterns

Grouped crescent patterns may cover regions with
constant or varying width along the central line of the
template on the object surface (Figure 2(d) and (e)). To

determine those regions, the user first specifies a few
points on the object to indicate the central line of the
template. Our system interpolates those points with the
spline to get a curve Pgi with denser samples points.

In the case of the region with constant width is
required, we use a number of partially overlapped circles
laid on Pgi to approximate the region. The radius of the
circle is set to be wg/2, where wg is the width of the region.
We calculate the length of the curve Pgi, and resample Pgi

with the interval approximately to be wg/2 to get Cgi as
the center of the circle. We chose this interval because the
region boundary can be approximated with overlapped
circles in a satisfactory manner.

Our system searches for patches within the circle
one-by-one using the region-growing algorithm until all
circles have been searched.

Since a free line pattern also covers a region with
constant width, we can use the same procedure to
determine its region.

In the case of the region with irregular shape need
to be determined, we require the user to directly draw
the boundary curve on the object. The user then picks a
patch inside the region as the seed patch, and the system
expands the region using region-grow algorithm

Pattern Drawing, Editing,
and Trimming

Pattern Drawing

Before drawing pattern on the object surface,
parametrization of the patch set representing the
regions determined with different algorithms described
in section Pattern Arrangements is necessary. There
are many methods proposed for the patch set
parameterizations. We adopt the algorithm by Lévy et al.
in Reference [18] because it is efficient, and the resulting
parameterizations is satisfactory for our application. The
main idea in Reference [18] is the use of a least-squares
approximation of the Cauchy–Riemann equations. The
objective function minimizes angle deformations. Please
refer to Reference [18] for the implementation detail.

Pattern Editing

Our system draws the user-selected patterns on the
parameterized patch set. If the size, orientation, or shape
of the surface-mapped pattern does not look satisfactory,
our UI allows users to scale and rotate the pattern
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templates, or otherwise edit the shape of the motif by
varying relevant parameters associated with the pattern
shapes.

Pattern Trimming

All patterns drawn on the flattened and parameterized
patch sets are partitioned though Constrained Delaunay
Triangulation and converted from window coordinates
to mesh/world coordinates by projecting the pattern
boundary into 3D. This reverse projection can be done
with the viewing transformation matrix and the depth
buffer of the rendering API.

We finally trim patterns on the object surface by use
of a trimming algorithm proposed in Reference [28] to
achieve cut-out effects. Please refer to Reference [28] for
the implementation details.

Examples and Animations

The interface of our system is shown in Figure 3. On the
left is the main window where the object model is both
displayed and edited. The pattern type is selected from
a menu on the bottom middle. The user first selects a
pattern type, and then interactively moves the pattern
to the desired position on the object model using the
mouse. The pattern is overlaid on the object, and the user
can then scale it to the proper size and rotate it to the
desired orientation. On the right of the main window is
the pattern editor, in which the user can further refine
pattern shapes and templates. Patterns are finally drawn
on the parameterized patch set and reverse projected
onto object surface.

Figure 3. The interface of the system.

To demonstrate the usability of our system, we have
created two 3D models so that we can make a 3D version
of the two 2D paper-cut works shown in Figure 1.
Both models took hours for 3D artist to make using a
commercial modeling tool. These 3D models also allow
us to make lively animations.

To generate paper-cut effects on the boy and buffalo
model, we first load the model, and then select patterns
from the menu and place them directly on the model. Pat-
terns on the ridge and horns of the buffalo are placed by
first indicating the central line on the model to guide the
position of the patterns, and then drawing the selected
grouped crescent patterns on those lines. The resultant ef-
fects are shown in Figure 4(a). It took less than 20 minutes
to complete the whole paper-cut process on this model.

We animated the paper-cut effects of the boy and
buffalo in a scene composed of 2D hand-made paper-
cuts. We constructed the scene using flowers as the
foreground and a big tree image as the background using
Maya. To maintain stylistic parity with the background,
we projected the boy and buffalo to form a 2D paper-
cut effect, and animated it using a skeleton-driven
technique offered in Maya. The buffalo’s head moves
while the buffalo walks, and the 3D information is
encoded in the projected 2D paper-cut effects. This
eliminates the limitations of 2D traditional animation on

Figure 4. Paper-cut effects models. (a) Boy and Buffalo model,
(b) Chinese door God model.
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Figure 5. Paper-cut animation and flower blooming anima-
tion. (a) A frame form boy and buffalo animation, (b) Flower
blooming process, (c) A frame from flower blooming animation.

actions in perspective. As shown in the accompanying
video, the paper-cut appearance of the boy and buffalo
are indistinguishable from the hand-made paper-cuts,
Figure 5(a) is a frame taken from the animation.

The second example is Chinese Door God. The model
was designed by the 3D artists to simulate the image
of Figure 1(b). During the phase of putting patterns
on the model, we omit some trivial patterns and just
put main patterns to simulate the Door God image.
Traditionally, pictures or statues of the Door Gods can be
found guarding the entrances to Chinese homes, temples,
restaurants, and stores to keep evil spirits from entering,
we put patterns on Door Gods face to present an angry
expression that enhances the mighty of the Door God,
and resultant effects is shown in Figure 4(b).

The last example is flower blooming. To illustrate
animating patterns, we use a 2D paper-cut image as the
background. The artist first places some flowers of proper
size and orientation on trees, and then uses a slider on
our UI to change both length and width of all petals over
time, creating a flower-blooming animation.

Figure 5(b) shows the process of a flower blooming,
and Figure 5(c) is a frame taken from the flower blooming
animation.

Usability

We tested ease-of-use by asking users (including
amateurs and art students) to annotate existing 3D
models using our system. With little training or detailed
instruction, all the users were able immediately to select
a pattern, place it on the object model, and scale or rotate
the pattern if necessary. They could also draw central
curves or boundary curves on the object and place the
selected pattern inside the region indicated by the central
curves or boundary curves. Most users found our system
to be very intuitive for both interactive operations and
parameter-based editing.

For art students with 3DMax or Maya experience, our
system was substantially easier and faster for generating
paper-cut effects. For instance, it took an art student
about 30 seconds to trim a CM on the object surface with
3DMax, and about 5 minutes to trim an eight-crescent CP.
While using our system, the art student was able to select,
place, and scale a CP on the object in only 5 seconds.

For grouped crescent patterns, such as the rightmost
pattern in Figure 2(e), it would take about 18–20 minutes
to trim them with 3DMax, but would take about 1 minute
with our system.

Table 1 presents some usage statistics recorded while
placing different patterns on the object models. The
test machine contained a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 processor
and 512 MB of RAM. The reported timings in the table
include:
tspsr = time spent on selecting, placing, scaling, and
rotating the pattern;
tcb = time spent on drawing central and boundary
curves;
ted = time spent on editing.

In Table 1, GCP1 stands for the grouped crescent
patterns covering the region with constant width, and
GCP2 stands for the grouped crescent patterns covering

Pattern tspsr tcb ted

FFP 3–5 seconds — 3–6 seconds
CP 3–5 seconds — 3–6 seconds
STP 3–seconds — 3–6 seconds
GCP1 — 15–20 seconds 20–30 seconds
GCP2 — 15–30 seconds 20–30 seconds

Table 1. Usage statistics for three operations
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the region with varying width or irregular boundary. ‘—’
means that there are no relevant operations needed for
the corresponding patterns.

In Table 1 we did not list exact times, but instead
listed time ranges spent on correspond-ding operations.
We did this because some editing operations may vary
even for the same pattern. For example, consider the eye
pattern. In addition to operations like selecting, placing,
scaling, and rotating, the user may further edit its length
or width if necessary. Placing grouped crescent patterns
on the object models usually takes longer time because
it involves more interactions such as drawing the central
and boundary curves as well as editing operations such
as varying the pattern density and shapes.

Conclusions and Future
Work

In this work, the computer is utilized as a tool to enhance
the speed and ease with which a user can create paper-cut
effects to existing 3D models. With a parameterized set of
paper-cut patterns, artists are able to produce impressive
3D paper-cut effects of non-trivial complexity, as
demonstrated in the paper and the accompanying video.

Regarding paper cut modeling, although our motifs
and templates are simple in structure, they effectively
represent artistic features of hand-made paper-cuts
patterns. Regarding paper cut animation, parameterized
pattern editing and grouping enable artists to create
3D paper-cut effects much faster than manual trimming
using commercial tools. This may significantly reduce
the cost and the time involved in making paper-cut
animations. Furthermore, our system allows for pattern
animations on 3D models, which is very powerful
but hard to do with traditional paper-cut animation.
The 3D extension of the paper-cut effects makes
fluid movement in perspective possible, thus resultant
animations escape from the limitations of traditional 2D
paper-cut animation.

Our work suggests two areas for future investigations:

Pattern Creation Based on
Samples

In our current implementation, all patterns are
constructed using parameterized motifs that are grouped
with templates. In addition to FFP, CP, and STP, there
are many other paper-cut patterns for depicting different
parts of fish, birds, flowers, and trees. The construction
of these patterns involves much tedious work. It would

be desirable to construct these patterns based on hand-
made sample via some automated mechanism.

Effects Animation

Effects like fire and water can add realism and richness
to the animation. In hand-crafted paper-cut animation,
however, such effects animations are not generally done
because they require the artist to cut out frame-coherent
patterns varying over time to show movement, which
demands excessive labor even for just a small part of
the scene. Automatic effects animations require further
study on how to make models capturing the stylized
paper-cut effects patterns varying over time.
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